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Punch art bunny card
by Gill Prescott

You will need:
birds of a feather or sunshine & sprinkles designer series
paper
Cardstock: whisper white, basic black, soft suede or
crumb cake for the bunny, pretty in pink, plus a colour
to match the dsp, eg daffodil delight
Inks: crumb cake, chocolate chip, pretty in pink
Stampin’ write markers: basic grey, tempting turquoise
White gel pen
Punches: ornament, extra large oval, large oval, small oval,
narrow oval (retired), ¾” circle, word window, modern label
Paper doily sizzlit
Big shot
Paper snips
Tombow glue
Stampin’ dimensional
Sponge daubers

To make:
Decide what colour you would like your bunny to be – I used soft suede or crumb cake, or you could use
chocolate chip too. Punch out the pieces as follows:
ornament punch – head x 1
extra large oval punch – body x 1
large oval punch – ears x 2
narrow oval punch – ears – brown x 2, pink x 2
oval punch – muzzle x 1 very vanilla
¾” circle punch – paws x 2
paper doily sizzlit tear drop shapes - eyes - whisper white x 2
paper doily sizzlit tiny ovals – eyes – basic black x 2
paper doily sizzlit nose shape – basic black x 1
First, snip off the point and hanger parts of the ornament punch, to give a face shape.
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Ink the edges lightly on all punched pieces (except for the eyes and nose) using sponge daubers – I used
chocolate chip on the soft suede cardstock, and crumb cake on the very vanilla; otherwise I used the
same coloured ink as the card.
Using tombow glue, adhere the pieces together in this order:
pretty in pink ovals to the centre of the large ovals
head to the body
ears to the head
tops of the ears to the ears
Next, place the muzzle onto the face (don't adhere yet) so you can see where the eyes need to go. Using
a spare white eye shape (this prevents you getting grey ink on the eyes ... ask me how I know this ) hold
the shape in place with your finger while you add “eyelashes” with a basic grey marker pen using a flicking
motion.
To make the eyes, adhere a tiny black oval to one side of a whisper white tear drop shape. Repeat for the
other eye, adhering it to the opposite side.
Adhere the eyes to the face next to where you drew the eyelashes.
Using a white gel pen, draw a curved line on the eye where the iris will be, and add 2 light dots. Give the
gel a moment or two to dry, then use the tempting turquoise marker pen to go over the curved line “iris”.
Adhere the muzzle to the face, overlapping the eyes slightly. Use the white gel pen to add light marks (see
photo for placement).
Next, make the plant pot. Cut a piece of coloured dsp 3” x 2½” and trip 2 sides by lining up the top corner
in line with the cutting track of your paper cutter, and the bottom corner on the ½” mark, and cutting off
the thin triangle. Cut a piece of matching cardstock ½” x 2¾”, and adhere to the top front of the plant
pot dsp.
Adhere the bottom part of the bunny’s body to the flower pot, centring the bunny so he looks like he’s
popping his head out of the pot.
Finally, adhere the two paws to the flower pot rim with dimensionals.
Your bunny is now ready to add to your card or project.

I hope you enjoy making this project.
For more inspiration and ideas, please visit my blog at http://lilybygilly.wordpress.com

Gill
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